2nd regional forum
Mainstreaming education for the SDGs in higher education
22, 23 & 24 February 2022

Links shared by presenters and participants

Additional details about the forum, including the full agenda, list of advisory group members, summary of key takeaways, and full recordings of all the sessions can be accessed at [ap-unsdsn.org/2nd-regional-esdgs-workshop/](ap-unsdsn.org/2nd-regional-esdgs-workshop/).

Day 1

Prof Kerrie Wilson (QUT) – *QUT Education for Sustainability Project*
- [QUT Sustainability](#)
- [QUT Impact Labs](#)
- [Creativity in a Time of Climate Change / Symbiocene Online](#)
- Areas that came together to discuss Education for Sustainability late last year as part of the School of Design Symposium: [QUT More-than-human Futures](#), [New Economy Network Australia](#), [QUT Design Lab](#)

Dr Sandeep Mysore Seshadrinath (UNSW) – *The UNSW SDG toolkit & module*
- [UNSW YouTube playlist on SDGs](#)

Emeritus Professor Geoff Scott (WSU) – *The global context and case for mainstreaming in education for the SDGs in higher education*
- [FLIPCurric project](#)
- [Enactus 2030](#)
- [Turnaround Leadership for Sustainability in HE](#)
- FLIPCurric “Right outcomes”

Other links
- [Students, Sustainability and Study Choices | Times Higher Education (THE) Consultancy Report](#)
- [Students, sustainability and education | SOS 2020 survey](#)
- [Giselle Weybrecht | Mapping the SDGs in HEIs](#)
Day 2

Prof Michelle McLean (Bond) – *The Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE) Consensus statement: Planetary health and education for sustainable healthcare*

- AMEE Consensus statement: Planetary health and education for sustainable healthcare

Shannon Kobran (UN SDSN) – *SDSN’s SDG Academy*

- SDG Academy
- SDG Academy MOOCs on edX
- SDG Academy Library
- SDG Academy Community of Practice
- SDG Academy 2021 Annual Report

Dr Melissa Edwards (UTS) – *Networks and cooperation for sharing sustainability education practice: Revitalising the sustainability.edu.au website*

- sustainability.edu.au

Dr Sebastian Cordoba (RMIT) – *SDG student placement model*

- AASW SDG Voluntary Local Review
- Paper written with students

Other links

- Why universities are starting to re-evaluate their academics’ travel | The Conversation
- Inner Development Goals
- UNESCO global survey to help revise the 1974 Recommendation on education for international understanding, cooperation, peace, human rights and environmental sustainability

Day 3

Roxane Valier-Brasier (UQ) – *Carbon Literacy Program*

- UQ Carbon Literacy Program

Dr Wiebke Ebeling (UWA) – *Wave Hello to Ocean Renewable Energy program*

- Video: Inspire Innovation & "Wave Hello to Renewable Energy"
- RCE Western Australia
- Marine Energy Research Australia

Marjo Lips-Wiersma (AUT)

- “Active Hope: How to Face the Mess We’re in Without Going Crazy” | Book by Chris Johnstone and Joanna Macy

Kristen MacKenzie-Shalders (Bond) – *Climate change & healthcare*

- COP26 Health Programme
- Climate Health Emergency Campaign
- AMA: Climate change is a health emergency
- WHO Climate change and health factsheet
• The Lancet Planetary Health
• Planetary Health Alliance
• Climate and Health Alliance (CAHA)
• Global Consortium on Climate and Health Education

Minalee Busi (ClimateWorks Centre) – *Teaching climate change and carbon management strategies*

• Decarbonisation Futures: Solutions, actions and benchmarks for a net zero emissions Australia

Other links

• SDSN Youth AusNZPac students and climate change event
• OECD survey on InSights on Teaching for Climate Action